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Abstract
Computational recognition of native-like folds from a protein fold database is considered to be a promising alternative approach to the ab initio fold prediction. We present a new and effective method for protein fold recognition through optimally aligning (threading) an amino acid sequence and a protein fold (template). A protein fold, in our database, is represented as a series of core secondary structures, and the alignment quality is determined by three factors. They are (1) the fitness between each amino acid and the environment of its assigned (aligned) template position; (2) pairwise interaction preferences between amino acids that are spatially close; and (3) alignment gap penalties. Our threading algorithm constructs an optimum alignment between an amino acid sequence of size $n$ and a protein fold template of size $m$ in $O((m + n^{1+0.5C}M \log(n))n^{C+1})$ time and $O(nm + n^{C+2})$ space, where $M$ is the number of core secondary structures in the fold, and $C$ is a (small) nonnegative integer, determined by a mathematical property of the pairwise interactions in the fold. $C$ is less than or equal to 3 for about 90% of the 296 unique folds in our database, when pairwise interactions are restricted to amino acids $\leq 6\AA$ apart (measured between their beta carbon atoms). An approximation scheme is developed for fold templates with $C > 3$, when threading requires too much memory and time to be practical on a typical workstation.

1 Introduction

Protein fold recognition concerns recognizing the native-like folds (3D structures) of an amino acid sequence, from a protein fold database. It is considered to be a promising approach to predicting the folded structure of a protein from its sequence, based on the general belief that there is only a small number of "domain core" folds in nature, and some averaged preference to particular structural/solvent environments over the entire sequence is sufficient for recognition of its native-like folds [1].

Typically, fold recognition is achieved through optimally aligning an amino acid sequence with each of the protein folds (protein threading) in the database. Folds with "good" alignment scores are recognized as native-like folds of the sequence. The quality of such a sequence-structure alignment is determined by (1) the fitness of each individual assignment of an amino acid to a template position, (2) gap penalties for the unaligned amino acids and template positions, and (3) interaction preferences among aligned amino acids that are spatially close.
In formulating the protein threading problem, we follow a few basic assumptions widely used by the protein threading community. We assume that (i) each protein fold is represented as a series of core secondary structures (α-helices and β-sheets) with the connecting loops being removed; (ii) when aligning an amino acid sequence with a fold template, successive positions of each core can only be occupied by adjacent amino acids in the sequence, and alignment gaps are confined to the connecting loop regions or the ends of a core; (iii) only pairwise interactions are considered; and (iv) all terms measuring the fitness of individual assignments, interaction preferences, and gap penalties are additive.

The protein threading problem, under these basic assumptions, is generally considered to be computationally intractable. While this belief is strongly supported by the proof on the NP-hardness of the threading problem under a particular mathematical formulation [2], it also makes people shy away from seeking a more direct solution to the threading problem. Currently the most commonly used strategies for solving the threading problem include (1) nondeterministic approaches such as Monte Carlo method [3] and Gibbs Sampling [4]; (2) implicitly exhaustive search like branch-and-bound method [5]; (3) local search methods using the so-called “frozen approximation” [6]. While the strength and weakness of these strategies may vary, they do not generally guarantee finding an optimum threading, for practical purposes (it may require too much time, or the result is statistical in nature).

We have developed an algorithm which guarantees finding an optimum alignment between an amino acid sequence and a fold template. As pointed out by Lathrop [2], allowing variable-length gaps and pairwise interactions simultaneously is the reason for the computational difficulty of the threading problem. We have structured the threading algorithm in such a way that its computational complexity can be explicitly represented as a function of a parameter C, which characterizes the overall “structure” of the pairwise interactions and gaps. More specifically, the algorithm runs in $O((m + n^{1+0.5C}M \log(n))n^{C+1})$ time on a sequence of size $n$ and a fold template of size $m$, consisting of $M$ core secondary structures. This provides an effective framework for an in-depth study on how the fold recognition accuracy relates to the computational complexity of the threading problem. For a fixed fold template, the value of $C$ changes as the allowed maximum distance, $D$, between two interacting amino acids (measured between their beta carbon atoms, alpha carbon for glycine) varies. In a case study, we have demonstrated that $C$ is less than or equal to 3 for about 90% of the 296 unique folds in our database when we restrict $D \leq 6\AA$, implying the practical solvability of the threading problem on those folds. Our preliminary results suggest that $C$ stays as a small integer (3 or 4) even when $D$ is increased to 9 ~ 10\AA. For protein folds with $C > 3$, we have developed an approximation scheme, which removes the minimum number of pairwise interactions to make the $C$ value small enough to be practically solvable.

2 Fold Recognition Through Threading

We have used the 3D protein structure database derived by Fischer et al. [7] as our protein database. This database consists of 301 distinct, representative, and accurate structures. We removed 5 uncompact structures (PDB codes 1mek4, 1myna, 1scma, 2plv4, 2spca), and have also
replaced 24 entries which have been updated in Brookhaven Protein Data Bank (PDB) [8]. This database of 296 protein folds serves both as the source of deriving the knowledge-based energy functions and as the templates to align the sequences of unknown structures.

2.1 Energy calculation

A protein structure is governed by physical energies such as bond interaction, van der Waals, and electrostatics. It is well-known that these energy terms are both difficult to calculate (very time-consuming) and too sensitive to small displacements in atomic coordinates. As a result, most threading programs employ knowledge-based potential functions. The total potential energy $E_{environ}$ can be decomposed to the following two terms:

$$E_{environ} = E_{local} + E_{pair}. \quad (1)$$

$E_{local}$ represents a residue’s local preference of the secondary structures and its preference in certain solvent environment (either exposed to solvent or in the interior of the protein). $E_{pair}$ is the pairwise interaction potential between amino acids.

To calculate $E_{local}$, most researchers treat the secondary structures preference and the preference of solvent accessibility separately by two decoupled energy functions. We have, instead, used a single energy function for different combinations of secondary structures and solvent accessibilities [9],

$$E_{local}(i, ss, sol) = -\log \frac{N(i, ss, sol)}{E(N(i, ss, sol))}. \quad (2)$$

$N(i, ss, sol)$ is the number of occurrences of amino acid $i$ in the secondary structure conformation $ss$ and in the solvent accessibility type $sol$, and $E(N(i, ss, sol))$ is a normalization factor. It can be calculated by $\frac{N_i N_{ss} N_{sol}}{N^2}$, where $N_i$ is the number of amino acid $i$, $N_{ss}$ is the number of residues in the secondary structure $ss$, $N_{sol}$ is the number of residues in the solvent accessibility type $sol$, and $N$ is the total number of residues (all of which are calculated based on our protein database). The secondary structures of each protein are assigned by the DSSP package [10]. The solvent accessibility, which is defined as the percentage of exposed solvent accessible surface area of the residue, is calculated by the program ACCESS [11]. Three types of solvent accessibility $sol$ are considered: buried ($sol \leq 9.7\%$), exposed ($sol > 49.0\%$), and the intermediate ($9.7\% < sol \leq 49.0\%$). The cutoffs are determined such that in each type of the solvent accessibility there are equal number of residues in the database. Combined with the 3 types of the secondary structures, there are 9 combinations of $ss$ and $sol$. Our results show that a secondary structure typically has significantly different preferences with different solvent accessibilities, and vice versa, indicating that our function is more sensitive than those treating the two preferences separately by two independent energy functions.

The pairwise potential, $E_{pair}(i, j)$, between residue $i$ and residue $j$ is derived from the frequency of the inter-residue interactions, i.e.,

$$E_{pair}(i, j) = -\log \frac{K(i, j)}{E(K(i, j))}. \quad (3)$$
$K(i,j)$ is the number of contacts between $i$ and $j$ in the database (for a specified cutoff distance), and $E(K(i,j))$ is a normalization factor, which can be calculated by $\frac{\sum_{i,j} K(i,j)}{\sum_{i,j} K(i,j)}$.

In our case study, we have used 6Å as the cutoff distance, which accounts for most of the important inter-residue interactions [12].

2.2 Problem formulation

Now we give a formal definition of the protein threading problem. Let $s = s_1s_2...s_n$ be an amino acid sequence, and $(t, T)$ be a protein fold template, with $t = t_1t_2...t_m$ being a sequence of template positions (with an array of physical properties attached to each of them) and $T = T_1,...,T_M$ being the sequence of core secondary structures $t$ is partitioned into. Let $(\bar{s}, \bar{t}) = ((\bar{s}_1, \bar{t}_1), (\bar{s}_2, \bar{t}_2), \ldots, (\bar{s}_k, \bar{t}_k))$ be an alignment [13] of $s$ and $t$, where $\bar{s}_i$ (similarly $\bar{t}_i$) is either an element of $s$ (or $t$) or $\phi$ (representing a gap), and $\max\{n, m\} \leq k \leq m+n$. Let $A(s, t, T)$ denote the set of all possible alignments between $s$ and $t$, which satisfy the following constraint*: if $s_i$ is aligned with $t_p$ and $s_j$ aligned with $t_q$, and $t_p$ and $t_q$ are from the same core of $T$, then $s_{i+x}$ is aligned with $t_{p+y}$ for all $x \in [1, j - i]$, and for any $i$ and $j$. Let $I(t, T)$ be the set of all pairs of positions from $t$'s different cores, with their distance $\leq$ a specified cutoff value. For each pair $(\bar{s}_i, \bar{t}_i)$, $F(\bar{s}_i, \bar{t}_i)$ denotes the alignment score of the two, which could be either a fitness score or a gap penalty depending on what $\bar{s}_i$ and $\bar{t}_i$ are. For each pair of positions $(\bar{t}_i, \bar{t}_j) \in I(t, T)$, and the two amino acids $\bar{s}_i$ and $\bar{s}_j$ assigned to them, the interaction preference is given by $P(\bar{s}_i, \bar{s}_j, \bar{t}_i, \bar{t}_j)$. A protein threading problem is defined as to find an alignment between the amino acid sequence $s$ and the fold template $(t, T)$ that minimizes the following function:

$$\min_{(\bar{s}, \bar{t}) \in A(s, t, T)} \left\{ \sum_{1 \leq i \leq |\bar{s}|} F(\bar{s}_i, \bar{t}_i) + \sum_{(\bar{t}_i, \bar{t}_j) \in I(t, T)} P(\bar{s}_i, \bar{s}_j, \bar{t}_i, \bar{t}_j) \right\}. \quad (4)$$

3 An Algorithm for Optimum Threading

This section presents an algorithm for solving the minimization problem (4), and analyzes its computational complexity. This algorithm significantly improves the computational complexity of our previous work [14], and applies to a much wider range of threading problems.

3.1 The threading algorithm

An interaction graph of a fold template $(t, T)$ is defined to have a vertex set $\{t_i|1 \leq i \leq m\}$ and an edge set $\{(t_i, t_j)|(t_i, t_j) \in I(t, T)\}$. Cutting$^b$ the graph between vertices $t_i$ and $t_{i+1}$ creates a set of open links (see Figure 1), each of which has one end in the graph and the other end open. If we assign an orientation$^c$ to a cut edge, one of its two open links is called an in-link and the other one

---

*a Informally, gaps are confined to regions between two cores or at the ends of a core.

*b Cutting the interaction graph always means to cut between two adjacent vertices in this paper.

*c The orientation of a cut edge is determined dynamically by our algorithm, and it affects its computational complexity.
Figure 1: An interaction graph and a cut between vertices $i$ and $i+1$.

an out-link. An assignment (of an amino acid) to an in-link means an (assumed) assignment of the same amino acid to the end vertex of its corresponding out-link.

We now outline a simple strategy for solving the minimization problem (4), which slightly generalizes Smith-Waterman sequence alignment algorithm and uses a threading matrix (storing combined alignment and interaction scores) like an alignment matrix in [13]. The basic idea is to calculate the threading matrix between the amino acid sequence $s$ and the partial template $t[1,i]$ (note $t = t[1,m]$) for each combination of all possible assignments of the amino acids to the open links of $t[1,i]$ (treated as in-links), and resolve any inconsistency between an assumed assignment and the actual assignment to $t_i$ by assigning $+\infty$ to the corresponding matrix cell, if $t_i$ is a right-end vertex of a link. It repeatedly expands the threading matrix to include the next template position just as in Smith-Waterman algorithm, until $i = m$.

It can be shown that the minimum threading score between $s$ and $t$ among all assumed assignments is an optimum solution to problem (4), using a simple inductive argument on $i, i \in [1,m]$. A careful implementation of this strategy solves problem (4) in $O(mn20^{\max_{1 \leq i \leq m} ||C_i||})$ time, where $C_i$ denotes the open links at cut point $i$, and $|| \cdot ||$ represents the cardinality of a set. For an average fold template, the maximum cut size $\max_{1 \leq i \leq m} ||C_i||$ could be as large as a few dozen or even larger, making this strategy impractical. In the rest of this section, we improve on this basic strategy by exploiting the constraint that gaps are confined to regions between cores or at the ends of a core. For the simplicity of discussion, we further assume that gaps are all confined to regions between cores. Extention to situations with gaps being at the ends of a core is straightforward.

Note that the essence of this strategy is to (repeatedly) solve the threading problem on a partial template with open links by examining all combinations of amino acid assignments to them, and the computational complexity depends on the maximum size of open links. While preserving the basic idea, we generalize this strategy by using a more general divide-and-conquer approach to greatly reduce the maximum open link size, and hence improve the computational complexity. It uses two key ideas: (1) group non-independent open links together, and (2) hierarchically partition the fold template into sub-templates in such a way that the maximum open link size, throughout the partition, is minimized.

Let $C_{i,j}$ be the set of edges connecting vertices of cores $T_i$ and $T_j$, and $a, b$ be two open links of $C_{i,j}$ (assuming $||C_{i,j}|| \geq 2$). Since no gaps are allowed within a core, the choices of assignments to $a$ and $b$ are not independent. Obviously the total of number of all possible assignments to $C_{i,j}$'s

---

Some care needs to be taken so that gaps are all confined to regions between cores or at the ends of a core.
open links is $O(n)$ (the sequence size). Hence we can redefine the interaction graph by contracting vertices of each core into one vertex and contracting the edges between two cores into one edge (see Figure 2(a)). Now each open link has $O(n)$ possible assignments, i.e., each position on the sequence gives a valid assignment to an open link.

The following observation helps to further reduce the open link size. Consider a series of cores $a, b, c$ and $d$, and links $(a, b), (a, c)$ and $(a, d)$ between them (see Figure 2(b)). A cut between $a$ and $b$ creates a partition $a$ and $(b, c, d)$, and three open links. Note that these links are not independent due to the restriction of no gaps within a core. If we let them be all out-links of $a$ (and hence in-links of $b, c, d$), these links effectively reduce to one link for this particular partition and this orientation assignment. Generally, for each core $a$, the number of open links can be counted as follows: all out-links of $a$ are counted as one link; And for a series of cores in a partition, all its in-links directed from the same core (outside of this series of cores) are counted as one link. We call the number of open links counted this way the effective number of open links.

The basic idea of our divide-and-conquer approach is to repeatedly bi-partition the (contracted) interaction graph (see Figure 2(c)), and solve the threading problem on a partial template with open links by optimally merging solutions for its sub-templates. We use the following example to explain the basic idea.

Consider a cut of the interaction graph at any position $i \in [1, M - 1]$. We want to show that a minimum-scoring threading between $s$ and $(t, T)$ can be constructed through merging a minimum-scoring threading between $s[1, j]$ and $T[1, i]$ with open links and a minimum-scoring threading between $s[j + 1, n]$ and $T[i + 1, M]$ with open links, for some $j \in [1, n - 1]$ and some set of “consistent” assignments to both open link sets of the two sub-templates. For each in-link, we examine every possible assignment to the end vertex of its corresponding out-link and calculate the interaction score $P()$ based on each assumed assignment; and for each out-link, we examine every possible assignment to its own end vertex and set the corresponding interaction score $P()$ to be zero.
Let \( \min\text{-}score(x, y, A) \) be the minimum threading score (as defined in problem (4)) between a (sub)sequence \( x \) and a (sub)template \( y \) under the assumption that \( y \)'s open links are assigned with \( A \). The following statement can be shown using an inductive argument, which we omit in this abstract.

\[
\min\text{-}score(s, T, \emptyset) = \min_{1 \leq j < n, A} \{ \min\text{-}score(s[1, j], T[1, i], A) + \min\text{-}score(s[j + 1, n], T[i + 1, M], A) \}
\]

where \( A \) represents a set of assignments to \( T[1, i] \) (and also to \( T[i + 1, M] \)). This equation is the foundation of our divide-and-conquer algorithm. Note that equation (5) is true for any \( i \in [1, M - 1] \) and any orientation assignments to the cut edges, which allows us to choose a partition strategy in such a way that its effective open link sizes are as small as possible. Section 3.2 gives a partition algorithm, which repeatedly bi-partitions a (partial) template into two sub-templates until all sub-templates become cores. It partitions the template in such a way that the maximum effective open link size of the partition is minimized. We call this minimized maximum effective open link size an optimum open link size of the template.

We now give the pseudo code of the threading algorithm. Given are a sequence \( s \), a fold template \((t, T)\), and a partition strategy, calculated by the algorithm of Section 3.2. \( L \) represents the open links of \( T \) and \( A \) denotes a set of assignments to \( L \). \( \text{score} \) is a one-dimensional array, storing the last column (each template position corresponds to one column) of the threading matrix between \( T \) and \( s[k, n] \); And \( \text{score1} \) and \( \text{score2} \) are defined similarly.

**Algorithm** threading \((T, s, k, L, A, \text{score})\)
1. if \( T \) is a core then call align \((T, s, k, L, A, \text{score})\);
2. else
3. begin
4. divide \( T \) to \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) based on the partition strategy, and divide \( L \) to \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \) accordingly;
5. let \( L_0 \) be the open links (between \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \)) created;
6. for each combination of assignments \( A_0 \) to \( L_0 \) do
7. begin
8. call threading \((T_1, s, k, L_0 \cup L_1, A_0 \cup A_1, \text{score1})\);
9. call threading \((T_2, s, i, L_0 \cup L_2, A_0 \cup A_2, \text{score2})\);
10. call update_scores \((\text{score}, \text{score1}, \text{score2}, i)\);
11. end
12. end
13. end
14. end

align \((T, s, k, L, A, \text{score})\) uses a slightly-generalized Smith-Waterman alignment to calculate the threading matrix between core \( T \) and sub-sequence \( s[k, n] \) under the assumption that the open links \( L \) are assigned with \( A \), and stores the last column of the threading matrix in array \( \text{score} \).
update_score \((\text{score, score1, score2, } i)\) is a procedure that updates the array \(\text{score}\) by comparing the current values of \(\text{score}\) with the values of \(\text{score2}\) incremented by the value of \(\text{score1}[i]\). By using a search tree data structure \([15]\), each call to this procedure takes \(O(\log n)\) time.

Based on recurrence (5) and the pseudo code, we can show that threading \((T, s, 1, \emptyset, \emptyset, \text{score})\) calculates the score of an optimum threading between \(s\) and \((t, T)\). If \(C\) is the optimum open link size of the template, this algorithm runs in \(O((m + n)^{1+0.5C} M \log(n))n^{C+1})\) time and \(O(nm + n^{C+2})\) space. We omit implementation details and the analysis on the computational complexity in this abstract. Some bookkeeping is needed for recovering an optimum threading from the minimum threading score, which can be done within the above time and space bounds.

### 3.2 Construction of an optimum partition

We define a partition tree of an interaction graph as follows. The tree root represents the whole interaction graph, and each tree leaf represents a single vertex of the interaction graph. Each non-leaf tree node has two children, each of which represents a subgraph created by a cut as illustrated in Figure 1. For each tree node \(x\), we use \(C_x(A_x)\) to denote the effective open link size (of \(x\)'s representing sub-graph) when orientations of its open links are given by \(A_x\). The goal is to find a partition and a set of consistent orientation assignments that minimize the following function:

\[
\min_{\text{partition,orientation}} \{\max \{C_x(A_x)\}\}. \tag{6}
\]

We now outline an algorithm for calculating \(\min \{\max \{C_x(A_x)\}\}\). Let \(A_{i,j}\) be a set of particular in/out assignments to the open links of \(T[i, j]\). For any bi-partition \((T[i, k], T[k+1, j])\) of \(T[i, j]\), \(A_{i,k}^{i,j}\) and \(A_{k+1,j}^{k+1,j}\) denote the corresponding portions of \(A_{i,j}\) for the two parts, respectively, \(k \in [i, j-1]\). We use \(A_{i,k}^{i,j}\) to represent a set of in/out assignments to the open links created by dividing \(T[i, j]\) into \(T[i, k]\) and \(T[k+1, j]\), and \(A_{k+1,j}^{k+1,j}\) represents the inversed in/out assignments to the other half of the open links. \(I_{i,j}(A_{i,j})\) denotes the effective open link size of \(T[i, j]\) under the assignment \(A_{i,j}\), and \(C_{i,j}(A_{i,j})\) denotes the smallest maximum effective open link size among all partitions of \(T[i, j]\). The following equations can be shown using an inductive proof, which we omit.

\[
C_{i,j}(A_{i,j}) = \begin{cases} 
\min_{i \leq k < j, A_{i,k}} \{\max \{C_{i,k}(A_{i,k}^{i,k} \cup A_{i,j}^{k,j}), C_{k+1,j}(A_{i,j}^{k+1,j} \cup A_{i,j}^{k,j}), I_{i,j}(A_{i,j})\}\}, & i < j, \\
\text{effective_open_link_size (}T[i, j] \mid A_{i,j}\), & i = j.
\end{cases} \tag{7}
\]

It is not difficult to show that \(C_{i,M}(\emptyset)\) gives an optimum solution to problem (6). Our algorithm calculates the \(C_{i,j}\) values in a bottom-up fashion using the equation (6). Though the algorithm runs in exponential time of 2, it is efficient enough for our practical purpose due to the small size of the open links (at most a few dozen).
4 Discussion

We are now in the final stage of completing the implementation of the threading algorithm and the calculation of the “energy” terms, and expect to fully test the performance of the threading system in the very near future. By our estimation, the threading algorithm, in its current form, can find an optimum threading within a few minutes to a few hours, between a sequence of a few hundred amino acids and a fold template of similar size with $C \leq 3$.

We have calculated the $C$ values for the 296 unique fold templates in our database when restricting the maximum distance between two interacting amino acids to 6Å, as a case study. Our results show that over 90% of the 296 fold templates have $C$ values less than or equal to 3, and the rest are all small numbers (the dominating majority is 4). This indicates the general applicability of the threading algorithm on fold templates when we restrict the maximum interaction distance to 6Å.

Research is currently under way to study how well the algorithm generalizes when we relax the maximum interaction distance to larger values. We have studied how the total number of interactions and the optimum open link size $C$ change as the maximum interaction distance, $D$, increases, on a portion of the protein database. Figure 3 shows the result on a typical protein fold template (PDB code: lbrd – 171 residues). For this example, $C$ stays $\leq 3$ when $D \leq 9\text{Å}$.

For the practical purpose of using our threading algorithm, we have also designed a simple algorithm to remove the minimum number of edges to keep the $C$ value $\leq$ a specified $C^*$ (for our case study $C^* = 3$) for a given fold template, and to use this as a pre-processing step of the threading algorithm. In describing the algorithm, we use the same notations as in Section 3.2 except that now each edge has a removed/kept assignment, denoted by $A$. In addition, let $w_{i,j}(A_{i,j})$ denote the minimum number of edges that need to be removed to guarantee that $T[i,j]$'s optimum open link size $\leq C^*$, under the removed/kept assignments $A_{i,j}$. The following equation can be shown using an inductive proof.
\begin{align}
    w_{i,j}(A_{i,j}) = \begin{cases} 
    \infty, & \|A_{i,j}\| > C^* \\
    \min_{i \leq k < j} \|A_{i,j}^k\| \leq C^* \{w_{i,k}(A_{i,j}^k \cup A_{i,j}^{i,k}) + w_{k+1,j}(A_{i,j}^{k+1,j} \cup A_{i,j}^k) - \|A_{i,j}^k\|\}, & \|A_{i,j}\| \leq C^*
    \end{cases} 
\end{align}

where \(\|A\|\) represents the number of "kept" edges in \(A\), \(\|A\|\) the number of "removed" edges, and the boundary condition of recurrence (8) is given by \(w_{i,i}(A_{i,i}) = \|A_{i,i}\|\) or \(\infty\), depending on if \(\|A_{i,i}\| \leq C^*\) or not. On a typical fold template, our algorithm, using recurrence (8), removes the minimum number of edges in seconds to minutes of time.

A number of issues are being studied related to the implementation of the threading algorithm. One of the key issues is that the algorithm keeps a number of very large tables during the execution to avoid recalculations, and its (disk/memory) space requirement could be too large to be practical when the problem sizes are becoming large. Research is currently under way to develop an implementation that is time most-efficient for a fixed amount of allowed space.

In conclusion, we have developed an algorithm that finds an optimum threading between an amino acid sequence and a protein fold template, and have structured the algorithm in such a way which allows us to in-depth study how the maximum allowed interaction distance affects the computational complexity versus the fold recognition accuracy of the threading problem. Using this framework, we can determine what distance will be small enough for a practical solution to the threading problem, and large enough to guarantee an accurate fold recognition. We expect this study will lead to new insights into the computational protein threading problem, and possibly new and better ways to model the problem.
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